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Can you tell me where you go from here
I just can't

Spit spit spitting out the holy text
The wrath of saul, it bit my lip
When I reached for life
The budding tree
It was cold and severed, complacent seas

Black dark caves bleedin into dust
Severin my faith, turned into rust
Somehow I drowned the faith in me
Spearing at my hunger for your feeble needs

I was falling
No longer did the water flow
Who's spirit has taken me
My hunger

Who's god's disciple
I spit at you for mocking me
In this fallen place
Not to reprimand me

I was falling
No longer did the water flow
Who's spirit

Can't you see
I spit at you I spit at you for mocking me
[I'm sick now]

I know that that same
Will inside me
Summons me to you
Let the rain lick our wounds

Dogs were barking at the gates
The veils were lifted
The highest will to breathe
Before the night became us
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Can you walk with me
I know the sadness it helps
I spit at you for mocking me
... walk with me?
I know the sadness it helps

We were swimming under the earth
And petals formed a crown
Can you remember?
When did the petals become thorns
Ooh to pierce me

Darling what happened to our love
There was a sky of hope in your brow
We were keen to the king of gods
At least you were near me
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